THE ACTION OCCURS AROUND BROADWAY IN NEW YORK CITY AND IN HAVANA, CUBA WITHIN THE SPAN OF FOUR DAYS IN THE LATE 1930S.

ACT I

SCENE I  BROADWAY
RUNYONDAIL
FOLLOW THE FOLD
THE OLDEST ESTABLISHED

SCENE II  INTERIOR OF THE SAVOY-BOUCLE MISSION
I’LL KNOW

SCENE III  A BUSKING BOY AND BILLYBOY’S GARAGE

SCENE IV  THE HOT BOX

SCENE V  GUYS AND DOLLS

SCENE VI  SAVOY-BOUCLE MISSION

SCENE VII  BROADWAY

SCENE VIII  HAVANA, CUBA

SCENE IX  HAVANA AT THE BEACH

IF I WERE A SELL

SCENE X  INTERIOR OF THE SAVOY-BOUCLE MISSION

THERE WILL BE A 15 MINUTE INTERMISSION BETWEEN THE ACTS.

ACT II

SCENE I  THE HOT BOX

TAKING BACK YOUR MIND

REPRISE: ADALIE’S LAMENT

SCENE II  THE HOT BOX

MORE I CANNOT WISH YOU

SCENE III  THE SEVENS OF NEW YORK

THE CRAP GAME DANCE

LUCK BE A LADY

SCENE IV  BROADWAY

SUE ME

SCENE V  SAVOY-BOUCLE MISSION

SIT DOWN, YOU’RE ROCKIN’ THE BOAT

REPRISE: FOLLOW THE FOLD

SCENE VI  NEW YORK CITY

MARRY THE MAN

SCENE VII  BROADWAY

REPRISE: GUYS AND DOLLS

DOROTHY’S NOTES

It is with great pleasure that the Department of Fine and Performing Arts presents one of the best loved American musicals of all time, Frank Loesser’s Guys and Dolls. Based on the short stories of the same name written by Damon Runyon during the 1930s, the action of the musical usually takes place in the early fifties. However, for our production, we thought it would be appropriate to set Guys and Dolls in Runyon’s late 1930s New York. Urban America of this period was characterized heavily by crime, gender bias, and fatalism; all topics touched on in humorous fashion in the musical. Guys and Dolls is comedy with colorful characters and costumes, bright show stopping tunes, and a very happy ending. In this particular production we attempted to heighten these comedic elements by adding just a little more danger and higher stakes to the story line.
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DIRECTOR'S NOTES CONTINUED

One last note. We would like to dedicate this production to Mrs. Valerie Roche, Associate Professor of Fine and Performing Arts-Dance and co-choreographer for Guys and Dolls. Valerie is retiring at the end of this school year after many years of dedicated service to the University and the Department. Thank you, Valerie, for your devotion to the Department and Creighton University and for being such an outstanding teacher, Coordinator of Dance, colleague, and friend to us all. We will miss you.

Alan Klem, Director